The ornamental design for a bidirectional tilt antenna mount, as shown and described.

**DESCRIPTION**

The invention described here may be made, used and licensed by and for the U.S. Government for governmental purposes without paying royalty to me.

FIG. 1 is a front, left, top isometric view of a bidirectional tilt antenna mount in an un-tilted position (the right side view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 2 is a front, left, bottom isometric view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount in an un-tilted position (the right side view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 3 is a front elevation view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount;

FIG. 4 is a rear elevation view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount;

FIG. 5 is a top plan view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount;

FIG. 6 is a bottom plan view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount;

FIG. 7 is a left side elevation view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount (the right side elevation view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 8 is a front, left, top isometric view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the bidirectional tilt antenna mount fully tilted in a first direction is illustrated (the right side view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 9 is a rear, left, top isometric view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the bidirectional tilt antenna mount fully tilted in a second direction is illustrated (the right side view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 10 is a front, left, top isometric view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the bidirectional tilt antenna mount fully tilted in the second direction is illustrated (the right side view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 11 is a rear, left, top isometric view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the bidirectional tilt antenna mount fully tilted in the first direction is illustrated (the right side elevation view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 12 is a left side elevation view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the bidirectional tilt antenna mount fully tilted in the first direction is illustrated (the right side elevation view being a mirror of the left and is not illustrated);

FIG. 13 is a front, top, and right side perspective view of the bidirectional tilt antenna mount, wherein the mount in an un-tipped, upright position, and implemented in a typical environment is illustrated.

Views are orthogonal projections unless otherwise noted. The broken line showing of FIG. 13 is included for the purpose of illustrating environment and forms no part of the claimed design.
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